Abstract-Deregulation in electricity markets requires fast and robust optimization tools for a secure and efficient operation of the electric power system. In addition, there is the need of integrating and coordinating operational decisions taken by different utilities acting in the same market. Distributed Energy Management Systems (DEMS) may help to fulfill these requirements. The design of a DEMS requires detailed simulation results for the evaluation of its performance. To simulate the operation of a DEMS from the optimization standpoint, a general purpose distributed optimization software tool, DistOpt, is used, and its capabilities are extended to handle power system problems. The application to the optimal power flow problem is presented.
as the energy trading agreements between producers and consumers), and others taken by a central authority, such as the curtailment of the proposed trades or the rescheduling of generation [1] , which are typical control actions of an ISO. The ISO's decisions are supported by software application tools of the Energy Management System (EMS).
Two considerations can be made about the requirements for such EMS tools in a deregulated environment.
Firstly, central to the EMS is the functionality that allows for the congestion management, the scheduling of the system resources and the state estimation [1] , [3] [4] [5] ; optimization tools are required to accomplish these functions. It can be foreseen that deregulation will push the transmission system to operate closer than before to security limits [6] . In addition, the marketplace parties will be more sensitive to security concerns that affect the trades they can set [7] , [8] . Thus, in a deregulated environment the need for fast and robust optimization software tools in the EMS is even more demanding than before.
The second issue concerns the transmission systems of several interconnected utilities [1] , each one with its network jurisdiction and its own criterion and EMS. It is also possible that the participants in a poolco retain some of their EMS functions, while the ISO's EMS is intended to supervise the overall operation [9] . In such cases, there is a need to integrate the different EMSs by coordinating the solutions to achieve the overall optimal solution.
Fast and robust optimization software tools, and the coordination of different EMSs can be obtained by adopting the concept of a distributed computing environment. Such an environment is a viable way to obtain fast software tools based on the splitting of an optimization problem into subproblems that are easier to be solved and solvable in parallel. In distributed computing systems the processors can be of various types, can be located far from each other, and can be connected through high-speed communication links that can have an irregular topology. Thus, the concept of distributed computing helps to integrate the existing EMSs of different utilities and the EMS of the ISO. A distributed computing environment is robust; in case of some difficulty to solve an optimization subproblem in a subsystem or a communication failure, it is still possible to solve the other subproblems, and find a feasible solution for them, albeit not the overall optimal one. Therefore, Distributed EMSs (DEMS) are the right candidates for supporting the system operation and control in a deregulated electrical industry.
The design of a DEMS has to face an increasing number of options, in terms of architectures, algorithms, hardware, software, and methods for solving the various optimization 0885-8950/02$17.00 © 2002 IEEE problems. Performance evaluation is a key issue in the design process, and only the simulation of the operation of a DEMS can give detailed performance results [10] .
The authors of this paper have previously developed a software framework, called DistOpt, to help to simulate the solution of general kind optimization problems in multicomputer systems. The capability of the earlier version of DistOpt was described in [11] , which also includes a discussion of the theoretical aspect of the convergence issue of distributed optimization algorithms used in DistOpt. In this paper, the capability of DistOpt is extended specifically to handle power system problems. This is because the power system must be appropriately modeled to account for the peculiarities that arise when a power system is split into subsystems. A software module has been implemented and included into DistOpt that takes care of this modeling. The interface to available power system software packages is made easy with standard format input files. The aim of this paper is to present a friendly software environment useful to model and evaluate the performance of the solution of power system optimization problems in distributed computing environments.
In the paper, after a brief recall of the structure of DistOpt, the way to split a system/problem into subsystems/subproblems and the features of the developed software module are presented. Then, the performance of a DEMS when solving a particular optimization problem, the optimal power flow, is studied for the IEEE-14 bus and the IEEE-57 bus networks. The effects of splitting the optimization problem into different subproblems, of using different algorithms for solving the various subproblems, and of the synchronous versus asynchronous execution of the computation tasks are investigated.
II. DISTOPT SOFTWARE TOOL
DistOpt is based on the Ptolemy software environment, an extensible object-oriented general framework programmed in C++, in which system specification, simulation and design are possible [12] . DistOpt libraries of objects have been created to model the process of solving optimization problems in distributed environments, where the number of subproblems, the way they interact, and the solution algorithms can be selected [11] . The objects are based on the event-driven model of computation: the basic units of computation, the blocks, receive particles from the outside, process them, and generate output events after some latency.
DistOpt is made of three modules, corresponding to three levels of abstraction: the definition module, the mathematical model building module, and the optimization subproblem solution module. In the first module, the problem is described, and the splitting of the whole problem into subproblems is defined; the user provides the information describing the optimization problem and the splitting into subproblems in an input file. The second module automatically carries out the mathematical formulation of the problem and of the subproblems. This module is implemented as a library of objects for different numbers of subproblems in which the problem is split. The decomposition-coordination technique is based on the duplication of variables and on the Auxiliary Problem Principle (APP) [13] , [14], a very general theoretical decomposition-coordination framework; DistOpt allows the user to choose among various two-level decomposition-coordination methods. Within the third module, the optimization subproblems are solved in the framework established in the previous module. This module is made of a library of objects, each corresponding to a particular solution method, implementing either the code of the method or the interface to an external code.
A simulation case of DistOpt is run through a universe (the runnable entity in Ptolemy) which is built starting with the specification of the number of subproblems, by selecting the appropriate block from the mathematical model building palette. Then, the choice of the algorithm for solving each subproblem is made by grabbing the icon representing the chosen algorithm and dragging it to the appropriate ports of the block for that subproblem. According to the needs of information exchange of the subproblems, input/output (I/O) ports of the icons representing subproblems have to be graphically connected. An example of a universe for the case of a problem split into two subproblems is shown in Fig. 1 .
III. DISTOPT AND POWER SYSTEM OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS
In power systems, the decomposition of an optimization problem into subproblems, separately solved and appropriately coordinated, can be triggered off for many reasons. One reason is to split the constraints that represent different aspects of the operation of the system into subsets. The subproblems obtained in this way refer to the same physical system, and each subproblem cares for different constraints. It is the case, for example, of the unit commitment/optimal power flow problem [15] . Another reason is to divide the whole system into physical subsystems which refer to different control areas in the overall system. Each subsystem is described by its own constraints and its own part of the objective function (if any): optimization subproblems thus correspond to physical subsystems. It is the case, for example, of the state estimation problem split into state estimation subproblems [5] , [16] , or the optimal power flow problem divided into optimal power flow subproblems [17] .
DistOpt directly treats the first kind of decomposition. Once the user has provided the right information in the input file (see Section II), then the analytical formulation of the subproblems is carried out within the software environment without any further user's intervention. The second kind of decomposition, namely splitting a power system into subsystems, requires an appropriate modeling of the physical boundary constraints that each subsystem has to fulfill.
A. Power System Modeling and Splitting
When splitting a power system into subsystems, a special kind of node has to be considered, the boundary node, a node that is shared by contiguous subsystems. A boundary node can be a physical node or a dummy node, added to the border of two neighboring subsystems in order to divide the transmission line across them into two lines [17] . A boundary node can be shared by two or more subsystems. Following is the examination, first of the case of a boundary node shared by only two subsystems, and then the general case.
A boundary node shared by two subsystems [ Fig. 2(a) ] can be duplicated into two nodes connected by a zero impedance branch modeled with two variables: the active and reactive powers exchanged along it, and [ Fig. 2(b) )]. The voltage of the two nodes representing the same physical node is obviously the same. Two separated subsystems are obtained by cutting the zero-impedance branch and by duplicating the voltage of the duplicated node and the active and reactive powers exchanged along the cut branch [ Fig. 2(c) ].
In the general case of a boundary node shared by more than two subsystems [ Fig. 3(a) ], the boundary node is represented by as many nodes as the number of subsystems sharing it, connected by zero impedance branches. The number of these branches is smaller than the number of subsystems by one [ Fig. 3(b) ]. Once again, separated subsystems are obtained by cutting the zero-impedance branches and by duplicating the appropriate variables [ Fig. 3(c) ].
The duplicated variables, which belong to different subsystems, are forced to assume the same value by means of coupling constraints, whose general form is 0
Equation (1) indicates that the th component of the variables pertaining to the th subsystem and the th component of the variables pertaining to the th subsystem are coupled because of the duplication. In the following, constraints like (1) are called consistency constraints, whereas all the other constraints of the optimization problem are called feasibility constraints.
While the duplication of voltage magnitudes and active and reactive powers along the zero-impedance branches is easily obtained, the duplication of voltage phase angles deserves more attention than it has usually received. Once the boundary nodes have been duplicated, the zero-impedance branches have been cut, and the appropriate variables have been duplicated, all the subsystems are obtained, separated from each other and coupled only by the consistency constraints (1) . If the feasibility constraints are treated separately from the consistency constraints, it is necessary for the feasibility constraints to define the subproblems on their own. In particular, when the splitting refers to subsystems, it means that for each subsystem a phase reference must be assumed. As many slack buses are generated as the number of subproblems. Their voltage phase angles are a reference for the buses of the subsystems they belong to, and, at the same time, they have to assume the right value against the global reference.
To handle these situations, the concept of -variables is introduced; they are quantities defined only if one of them is assumed as a reference. When splitting the problem requires the duplication of some -variable, in each subproblem one -variable is taken as the local reference. For the th subsystem, the value of its -variables against the global reference is different from the value of the same -variables against the local reference, . It is (2) where is a unitary vector of appropriate dimension, and is the value against the global reference of the -variable assumed as reference in the th subsystem. Each subproblem is formulated in terms of local -variables and the consistency constraints (1) for the duplicated -variables assume the form 0
so that the variables do appear in the consistency constraints for the duplicated -variables (3), and do not in the feasibility constraints. Fig. 4 depicts the modeling of local and global -variables, where they are voltage phase angles. This modeling of -variables has many relevant features: there is no limitation to the number of times a node can be duplicated (it can belong to more than two subsystems), and two subsystems can share more than one boundary node. In addition, the modeling (3) of the consistency of duplicated -variables is completely and rigorously framed into the APP. It is even possible to specialize the treatment of the variables within APP; information about it can be found in [18] .
B. Power System Software Module in DistOpt
With a specifically designed software package to be included into DistOpt the modeling of boundary nodes has been automated. The user has to provide an input file containing the power system data in a standard format and information about the geographical partition into subsystems; the package cares for modeling the appropriate subproblems to be solved within DistOpt.
Also the treatment of all the issues regarding the duplication of -variables has been automated. In particular, the formulation of the feasibility constraints of each subproblem is made in terms of local variables: the voltage phase angles in each subsystem are referred to the local slack node, and the constraints for each subproblem are formulated as in usual power system modeling. Variables are kept hidden from the subproblems; they are automatically treated within the software package, which cares for their use to assure that the consistency constraints as (3) are satisfied.
Thanks to this package, the user is not involved either in building the analytical model of the subproblems, or in the intri- cacies of the -variables. The input file can be generated by existing power system packages, or by a user-friendly graphical interface. In addition, thanks to the characteristics of DistOpt (see Section II), it is easy to interface existing optimization codes to get the solution of each subproblem obtained after the splitting.
IV. DEMS OPTIMAL POWER FLOW
The Optimal Power Flow (OPF) problem is considered as an example of optimization problems within a DEMS, for which a full-fledged model is adopted (no model simplifications) and solved without any active-reactive (P-Q) decomposition.
The package described in Section III is used to easily study different power systems and different splittings into subsystems.
It is worth reminding that DistOpt allows to easily simulate the computing capacity of the processors/algorithms that solve the various subproblems, as well as the communication system that cares for the information exchange among the processors (indeed, a small amount in the case of distributed optimizations where the power system is split into subsystems). In fact, the simulation is event-driven and the information exchange is based on message passing. It is easy to use Ptolemy-based libraries for the simulation of communication systems, such as [19] .
Thanks to the flexibility of DistOpt, many iterative schemes can be chosen and easily compared. The computation tasks which any iterative scheme is made of can be performed synchronously or asynchronously: in the first case, a new step of the iterative scheme is started only when the previous step is completed by all the subproblems; in the second case, each subproblem starts a new step as soon as it has completed the previous step, irrespective of the completion of the other subproblems. DistOpt allows to easily choose the synchronization strategy for each subproblem.
A. Case Studies
Two DEMS-OPF cases, the IEEE-14 bus and the IEEE-57 bus networks are studied; the objective function is the fuel cost, whose coefficients are taken from [20] .
First order and quasi-Newton algorithms, namely SGRA [21] and CFSQP [22] , are used and compared for solving the various optimization subproblems. Adequate interfaces are provided in the Solver palette. Both algorithms behave well in finding the solution. But, because of their nature, the former is much faster than the latter, as far as computation time is considered. Due to this fact, after testing with the IEEE-14 bus network, it was decided to use only SGRA for the IEEE-57 bus network. For the sake of space, only results of the bigger network are presented. The splitting of the system into two and three subsystems is considered, following natural boundaries that can be found by looking at the one-line diagram of the network; the splitting into subsystems is easily obtained by providing splitting information in the input file. In Table I the decomposition data for each test case are reported. As regards computing times, only the ones necessary to solve the subproblems are considered. An estimation of their values is obtained with a previous evaluation of the average time necessary to solve the subproblems. The computing times used in the case studies, and assigned as the latency of the blocks that care for the computations (see Section II), are reported in Table I : they are referred to the maximum one, which is the average computing time necessary to solve the OPF for the subsystem composed of 53 buses in test case A. So, for example, a computing time of 0.03 pu indicates that the mean time necessary to solve the OPF for the corresponding subsystem is only 3% of the previously indicated maximum computing time.
Concerning the iterative scheme, for the sake of conciseness only the results obtained with the one corresponding to the Arrow-Hurwicz algorithm [14] are shown. Both the synchronous and the asynchronous execution of the tasks which the iterative process is made of are considered.
For evaluating the performance of the DEMS in terms of convergence achievement and rate, the time evolution of the following quantities is considered
• overall objective function, J;
• maximum absolute value of the error in the consistency constraints (1), E. Figs. 5 and 6 show, respectively, the value of J and of E versus the computation time for test case A and both the synchronous and the asynchronous executions of the subproblems. For test case B, Figs. 7 and 8 report the same quantities as Figs. 5 and 6, respectively, (note the different time scales).
B. Discussion of Results

From Figs. 5-8, it is apparent that
• the iterative process with the APP always converges for any splitting of the system into subsystems; • the convergence time in the two subsystems case is higher than the one in the three subsystems case. In general, convergence conditions are more restrictive in the three subproblems case than in the two subproblems case, and more iterations are required for convergence. However, the biggest subproblem is smaller and takes less time to be solved. In this case, splitting into three subproblems requires less overall computing time; • whenever using asynchronous execution, the objective function approaches its final value faster than with synchronous execution.
The first and second considerations seem to be quite general to the authors. The numerical experiments for the synchronous execution have shown that the convergence conditions of the APP [13] , [14] , [18] do hold even if the OPF problem is not convex and, although sufficient, they are not over-restrictive. On the other hand, the updating of the Lagrange multipliers associated with the consistency constraints has to be kept significantly slow to guarantee convergence in the asynchronous execution.
V. CONCLUSION
A software environment useful to model and evaluate the performance of the solution of power system optimization problems in distributed computing environments, e.g., OPF in DEMS, has been presented. The software is built on a general purpose distributed optimization simulation tool, called DistOpt, that was developed by the authors previously.
A serious modeling difficulty arises when one attempts to apply distributed computation to power system problems, that is the issue of reference angles. When the system is split into subsystems by the standard technique of duplicating variables, the boundary nodes are duplicated. The voltage phase angles of the boundary nodes impose a problem; the original voltage angle is really a relative value with respect to a reference. After a two-way splitting, for example, there are two references, one for each subsystem. A specific technique (called -variable) is introduced in this paper to handle this specific problem.
Using OPF as an example, it is demonstrated that the extended DistOpt for power system applications can be conveniently and effectively used to experiment and study different ways of decomposition in a distributed optimization problem. In details, the software can be used to study different ways of splitting a system into subsystems, different algorithms for solving the various subproblems, the simulation of the computing capability and the selection of synchronous versus asynchronous schemes, etc.
